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The per-trigger normalized associated particle yield as a function of the pseudorapidity difference
(∆η) was measured in Pb–Pb and pp collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. For the transverse momentum

of the trigger hadron 8 < pT,trig < 15 GeV/c and the associated hadron 6 < pT,assoc < 8 GeV/c it
is observed that the near side peak is narrower in central Pb–Pb collisions relative to the pp results.
In peripheral Pb–Pb collisions, the near side peak width is comparable with pp. Furthermore, a
detailed study is presented on the jet fragmentation transverse momentum distribution in p–Pb
and pp collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and

√
s = 7 TeV, respectively. The distribution exhibits two

components, narrow and wide, that can be associated with hadronization and QCD radiation com-
ponents in the jet fragmentation process, respectively. The shapes of these components measured
in pp and p–Pb collisions agree within the experimental uncertainties.
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1. Introduction3

Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions probe the strongly interacting matter in the regime of4

high energy densities and temperatures, where ordinary nuclear matter changes to a quark–gluon5

plasma (QGP). Jet quenching is a clear signature of this created new medium [1, 2]. A compari-6

son of jet production in heavy-ion and pp collisions provides a rich source of information on the7

interaction of partons with the QGP. The traditional jet reconstruction tools are difficult to use in8

the momentum range of this analysis. Two-particle correlations provide an alternative way to study9

jets in this low- and intermediate-transverse momentum (pT) regime. This article reports on two10

such measurements: (I) the analysis of the longitudinal jet-shape modification in pseudorapidity11

and (II) the study of the hard and soft components of QCD radiation from the analysis of the jet12

fragmentation transverse momentum distributions.13

The analysis of the longitudinal jet-shape modification was carried out in Pb–Pb and pp col-14

lisions at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV, by measuring the pseudorapidity (∆η) and azimuthal angle (∆ϕ) dif-15

ferences between trigger and associated particles. The jet fragmentation is manifested as a peak16

around (∆η ,∆ϕ) = (0,0). The jet-shape modification was studied widely. The STAR collaboration17

reported no significant dependence of the jet-shape on the system size [3], confirming the assump-18

tion that the peak is indeed a result of jet fragmentation. A previous ALICE measurement [4]19

reported a broadening at lower transverse momentum pT,trig < 6 GeV/c and no modification in the20

range 6 < pT,trig < 8 GeV/c.21

The second part focuses on the jet fragmentation in p–Pb and pp collisions at
√

sNN = 5.0222

TeV and
√

s = 7 TeV, respectively, and separates experimentally the two phases of fragmentation;23

the QCD branching (perturbative QCD) and the hadronization process. The hadronization-only24

phase shows a clear Gaussian shape, while the QCD showering part exhibits a wide, non-Gaussian25

one. The width of the narrow component depends only weakly on the transverse momentum of26

the trigger particle, while the wide component shows a rising trend, suggesting more branching at27

higher transverse momentum. The results are compared to both earlier measurements (CCOR [5]28

and PHENIX [6]) and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations (PYTHIA 8 [7], Herwig 7 [8, 9]).29

2. Jet shape modification with two-particle correlations in Pb–Pb collisions30

With two-particle correlation measurements low energy jets can be studied on a statistical31

basis. This makes the background subtraction easier. The basic quantities are the azimuthal an-32

gle difference of the so-called trigger and associated hadrons, (∆ϕ = ϕassoc−ϕtrig) and the pseu-33

dorapidity difference (∆η = ηassoc−ηtrig) of the two hadrons. From these one can construct a34

correlation function (Eq. 2.1), which is then corrected for experimental effects. The per-trigger35

normalized yield of associated particles needs to be corrected for single particle efficiency and for36

the geometrical pair acceptance. The latter correction is done using the mixed event technique,37

where as opposed to collecting pairs from the same event (Nsame), the two particles of a pair are38

collected from different events (Nmixed). This then provides a correction that accounts for the trivial39

geometrical pair-acceptance along with detector effects such as spatially varying inefficiencies40

Y (∆η) =Csingle(pT,assoc)
1

Ntrig

dNsame/d∆η

B ·dNmixed/d∆η
=Csingle(pT,assoc)

1
Ntrig

dN
d∆η

, (2.1)
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Figure 1: Example of the per-trigger yield with the background estimate of Eq. 2.1.

where Csingle(pT,assoc) denotes the single particle detection efficiency correction factor for the asso-
ciated particles. The mixed event normalization, B, is chosen such that the mixed event distribution
is 1 at (∆η , ∆ϕ) = (0, 0). After the efficiency and mixed event correction, the correlation function
is symmeterized (Y (∆η)→ Y (|∆η |)). An example of this per-trigger yield is shown in Fig. 1. A
constant background arises if the trigger and the associated particle are uncorrelated, i.e., if one of
the two particles comes from the underlying event. In order to remove the background component,
the per-trigger yield was fitted with a Kaplan function plus a constant. Once the background is
removed, the medium induced modification of the near side jet can be studied by means of the ratio

IAA(|∆η |) = Y Pb−Pb|(∆η |)
Y pp(|∆η |)

, (2.2)

i.e., the ratio of the yield in Pb–Pb to the yield in pp collisions measured at the same center of41

mass collision energy. This quantity is sensitive to the modification of the jet shape, and it shows a42

falling trend in case of narrowing, a rising trend for broadening, and would be a constant in case of43

no shape modification.44

Figure 2 shows IAA as a function of |∆η | using the 8 < pT,trig < 15 GeV/c charged hadron45

trigger. The color boxes around the data points show the point to point uncorrelated systematic46

uncertainty, and the gray band shows the scaling (i.e. correlated) systematic uncertainty.47

Comparing the shape of this peak measured in Pb–Pb collision with the corresponding pp peak,48

one observes a narrowing in pseudorapidity in the 8 < pT,trig < 15 GeV/c (high-pT) region, while49

no modification is visible in the 6 < pT,trig < 8 GeV/c (intermediate-pT) region. This narrowing50

effect is prominent in central collisions and it vanishes in peripheral collisions. This result agrees51

with the previous ALICE measurement [4], as the narrowing is observed only at higher pT, 8 <52

pT,trig < 15 GeV/c.53
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Figure 2: IAA as a function of |∆η | measured for 8 < pT,trig < 15 GeV/c with 4 < pT,assoc. < 6 GeV/c (top
row), and 6 < pT,assoc. < 8 GeV/c (bottom row). The centrality percentile of Pb–Pb collisions grows from
left to right, 0–10%, 20–40% and 60–90%, respectively. The gray band shows the scaling uncertainty. The
color boxes around the data points show point to point uncorrelated systematic uncertainty.

3. Jet fragmentation transverse momentum distributions54

Figure 3: Illustration of jT and x||.

The jet fragmentation transverse momentum, jT,
has been studied extensively [5, 6, 10, 11, 12]. Based
on PYTHIA [7] studies, it is assumed that the jT distri-
butions can be decomposed into a sum of two compo-
nents reflecting hadronization and soft QCD radiation.
The jet axis is approximated with the transverse mo-
mentum of the leading particle trigger. The observable
is defined as

jT=
|−→pt ×−→pa|
|−→pt |

, (3.1)

where −→pt is the momentum of the trigger particle,55

while −→pa is the momentum of the associated particle.56

Figure 3 illustrates the relation among −→pt ,
−→pa, jT, and57

x||, which is defined as the projection of the associated58

particle’s momentum to the direction of the trigger par-59

ticle’s momentum60
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x|| =
−→pt ·−→pa
−→pt 2 . (3.2)

In this analysis, the near-side is defined as the hemisphere of the trigger particle, −→pt · −→pa > 0.61

This definition makes the acceptance correction somewhat more complicated as compared to the62

“traditional” approach, where the near side of the jet is defined as |∆ϕ|< π/2.63

From this, one can build up the jT distribution, with the form

1
Ntrig

1
jT

dN
d jT

=Cassoc(pT,assoc)CAcc(∆η ,∆ϕ)
Npairs(pT,trig, pT,assoc,∆η ,∆ϕ)

jTNtrig(pT,trig)
, (3.3)

where Ntrig is the number of trigger particles, Npairs(pT,trig, pT,assoc,∆η ,∆ϕ) is the number of parti-64

cle pairs, Cassoc is the single track efficiency correction and CAcc is the aforementioned acceptance65

correction. As in the previously described analysis, the single track efficiency correction was es-66

timated by Monte Carlo simulations, and the mixed event technique was used to correct for the67

detector acceptance.68

Figure 4: The concept of the two-component model of jT by a PYTHIA8 study with a di-gluon initial state.
Turning the Final State Radiation (FSR) off, one can extract the narrow component. Subtracting that from
the total, the wide component of showering becomes visible.

A PYTHIA simulation [7] shows that the jT distribution can be understood as a sum of two69

components: the low- jT is mostly populated by the hadronization described with Lund string model70

[13] and high- jT has a tail coming from soft QCD radiation [14]. In this PYTHIA study, events71

were generated where an artificial resonance particle always decays into two back-to-back gluons72

that then further shower and hadronize. The results from this simulation are presented as black73

circles in Fig. 4. If the QCD radiation is turned off in PYTHIA, hadronization only results are74

obtained, shown as red squares in the same figure. Assuming that the components are additive, the75

QCD showering part (blue points) is obtained by taking a difference of these two. This study also76

motivates the choices of the fit functions of these two components to describe the data.77
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The hadronization part, which is called the narrow component, can be described by a Gaussian

f ( jT) =
A2

A2
1

e
− j2T

2A2
1 , (3.4)

while the showering part, the wide component, is best described by the integrand of a gamma
function

f ( jT) =
A3AA4−1

5
Γ(A4−1)

e−
A5
jT

jA4+1
T

, (3.5)

where A1..5 are the fit parameters. In real data, compared to the PYTHIA simulation, there is an78

additional background coming from the underlying event. To estimate its contribution, the η-gap79

method is used, where pairs with |∆η |>1.0 are considered as background.80

The widths were extracted from the fit of the jT distributions for both the narrow and the wide81

component. The trigger pT was in the range of 3 < pT,trig < 15 GeV/c, and the results are further82

divided into three x|| bins: 0.2<x||<0.4, 0.4<x||<0.6 and 0.6<x||<1.0. The two data sets, pp at83 √
s = 7 TeV and p–Pb at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV are compared to PYTHIA 8 tune 4C in Fig. 5. Further84

MC comparisons are shown in Fig. 6, where the pp data are compared to the PYTHIA 8 tune 4C85

and the Monash tune, along with the Herwig LHC-MB tune MC results. The simulations describe86

the results reasonably well.87

The agreement of pp and p–Pb results indicate that there are no cold nuclear effects within88

uncertainties. The narrow component does not depend on pT,trig, supporting the assumption of89

universal hadronization. All studied models agree. The wide component shows a rising trend with90

pT,trig, which is expected as higher pT partons tend to have higher virtuality, so they have a larger91

phase-space for branching, which makes the distribution wider. The same trend can be observed in92

all the models included. These observations can be used to constrain energy loss models, particu-93

larly models that predict broadening of the jet by interactions with the medium.94

95

ALI-DER-161205

Figure 5: RMS values of the narrow- and wide-component of the jT distribution. Data are divided into
various x|| bins (0.2<x||<0.4 on the left, 0.4<x||<0.6 in the middle and 0.6<x||<1.0 on the right). Black
points show results from pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV, the red points are from p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02

TeV. Both are compared to PYTHIA 8 tune 4C simulations.
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ALI-DER-161209

Figure 6: RMS values of the narrow- and wide-component of the jT distribution. Data are divided into
various x|| bins (0.2<x||<0.4 on the left, 0.4<x||<0.6 in the middle and 0.6<x||<1.0 on the right). Black
points show results from pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. Data are compared to PYTHIA8 tune 4C (red line) and

Monash tune (blue line) as well as Herwig 7 LHC-MB tune results (green line).
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